WASH / MW Crew
Painted Value Scales
Due: Wednesday 9/19

In order to fully understand a monochromatic value range, something required in project two, make three painted
value scales using blue tape, a ruler, pencil, and acrylic paint on bristol paper. All three value scales can be on the
same piece of paper. Strive for great craft and erase pencil lines in an effort to not distract from the shifts in value.
Your goal is to demonstrate your understanding of monochromatic value with the three painted scales outlined
below:
•
•
•

One value scale demonstrating tints through ten even transitions.
One value scale demonstrating shades through ten even transitions.
One value scale demonstrating tones through ten even transitions.

Monochromatic: A color scheme based on variations of a single hue, which include
shades, tints, and tones.
Shade: A hue that has been mixed with black.
Tint: A hue that has been mixed with white.
Tone: A hue that has been mixed with gray.
Materials:
Bristol paper, pencil, eraser, provided acrylic paint, brushes for acrylic, wax/parchment paper (or a plastic palette),
blue tape, ruler, color wheel.
Tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using blue tape can set you up for clean transitions.
Avoid paint bleeds by running your nail across edges of blue tape, touch up as necessary.
Draw pencil lines lightly so that they can be erased easily.
For mixing tints, add your hue to white, rather than white to your hue.
Acrylic typically dries darker than it appears when wet.
Small brushes with fine bristles will help with precision.
Acrylic paint is water-soluble but avoid too much water so that paint remains opaque.

Grade Evaluation: Value scales will be a graded component of Project Two.
All three value scales must be complete and turned in by the due date.

